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MotivationMotivation

Event Management Systems

Find all occurrences of CiscoDCDLinkUp that are followed 
by MLMStatusUP that are followed, in turn, by 
CiscoDCDLinkUp, under the condition that the interval 
between the first two events is about 20±2 seconds, and the 
interval between the 1st and 3rd events is about 40±3 seconds 

MotivationMotivation

DNA Micro-array Analysis

� Find all genes whose expression level in 
sample CH1I is about 100±5 units higher 
than that in CH2B, 280±10 units higher 
than that in CH1D, and 75±7 units higher 
than that in CH2I.

CH1B CH1I CH1D CH2B CH2I...
gene_a 90 110 190 210 290...
gene_b 190 210 390 410 590...
gene_c 90 110 110 90 120...
gene_d 200 100 400 90 600...
........



Definition: Weighted-SequenceDefinition: Weighted-Sequence
a sequence of (symbol, weight) pairs:
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a
i
 is a symbol

wi is a real number

E.g.

<(CH1I, 401), (CH1B, 281), (CH1D, 120).....>

However, it ONLY considers weights are in 
ascending order in the paper. (w

i
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w
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)

< (CH1D, 120), (CH1B, 281), (CH1I, 401), .....>

Definition: NotationsDefinition: Notations
T: a weighted sequence

� e.g. T = <(a, 3), (c, 7), (h, 11), (d, 22)>

T
i
: the i-th item in T

� e.g. T
2 
= (c, 7)

s(T
i
): the symbol of i-th item

� e.g. s(T
2
) = c

w(T
i
): the weight of i-th item

� e.g. w(T
2
) = 7

A: symbol set, i.e. A = 

�

i
{ s(T

i
)}

Definition: Notations (con't)Definition: Notations (con't)
Let T = <(a, 3), (c, 7), (h, 11), (d, 22)>

|T|: length (number of items) of T

� |T| = 4

||T||: the range of T, ||T||=w(T
|T|

) - w(T
1
)

� ||T||
 
= 22-3 =19

T' � T: T' is a (non-contiguous) subsequence of T

� e.g. T'=<(c, 7), (d, 22)>

�

: window size

Q: a query sequence which is a weighted-
sequence in form of <(b

1
, 0), (b

2
, w

2
),..., (b

m
, w

m
)>



Weighted-Sequence MatchingWeighted-Sequence Matching
A query sequence Q matches sequence T if there 
exists a (non-contiguous) subsequence T' � T such 
that |Q| = |T'|, s(Qi)=s(T'i), and w(Qi) = w(T'i)-
w(T'

1
), 
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i

� 1,...,|Q|.

Approximate Matching of Weighted Approximate Matching of Weighted 
SequencesSequences

Given A query sequence Q and tolerance ei 

�

 0, 
i

� 1,...,|Q|. Q approximately matches sequence T 
if there exists a (non-contiguous) subsequence 
T' � T such that |Q| = |T'|, s(Q

i
)=s(T'

i
), and |w(Q
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– (w(T'
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e1=0 e2=1 e3=1

78-80 81-83

The Iso-Depth Index – OverviewThe Iso-Depth Index – Overview

It supports fast accesses of (non-contiguous) 
subsequences that match a query sequence.

We need to discretize the weights in sequences 
into a number of equi-width units.

It embodies a compact index to all the distinct, 
non-empty sequences whose weight range is less 
than 

�

, the window size provided by the user.

Queries are constrained by the �
�

Index Building (1)Index Building (1)

In the database, it contains certain number of 
weighted sequences. 

Concatenate all the sequences together and the 
sequences are separated by (NULL, 0).

<(a, 6), (b, 9), (d, 11), (c, 14), (f, 18), (e, 21), 
(NULL, 0), (c, 25), (d, 32), (b, 33), (a, 34),
(e, 37), (f, 52)>

We let the concatenated weighted sequence be D.



Index Building (2)Index Building (2)
We find all the continuous subsequences T in D 
such that ||T|| 

� �

 and |T|>1 (without across the 
boundary)

Index Building (3)Index Building (3)
We transform each subsequence, T, in to one 
dimensional sequence S.

Index Building (3)Index Building (3)
We transform each subsequence, T, in to one 
dimensional sequence S.

Index Building (4)Index Building (4)
We insert all the transformed sequences found in 
previous steps into a trie.

Each node in the trie have an offset list which 
store all the window offsets associated with the 
node.



Index Building (5)Index Building (5)

we assign IDs to each node in the trie in DFS 
traversal order (starting with 0 for the root node)

for each node, we also record the largest ID of its 
descendants

So, each node is assigned a pair of labels, (vs, vm). 
v

s
 is the ID of the node and v

m
 is the largest ID of 

the node's descendant nodes.

Index Building (5)Index Building (5)

Index Building (6)Index Building (6)
We create iso-depth links for each (x,d) pair, 
where x is the symbol, and d is the depth of the 
node, d = 1, ...., 

�

.

The depth of node v is the distance between the 
root and v. i.e. summing up the subscripts of the 
symbols from root to v.

Nodes in an iso-depth link are sorted by their IDs 
in ascending order.

Index Building (6)Index Building (6)



Index Building (7)Index Building (7)
In reality, each iso-depth link stores the (v

s
, v

m
) 

pairs in secondary memory.

The offset lists are also stored in secondary 
memory.

The trie is only for index construction and will be 
throw away after construction.

Exact MatchingExact Matching
Q=<(c, 0), (a, 6), (b, 12)>

c, 0

a, 6

b, 12

20, 200

7, 14 42, 61 88, 99 102, 120 230, 247

8, 10 53, 55 66, 69 97, 98 270, 287

......

......

Finally, we find the offset lists of nodes 53, 54, 55, 97 and 98. Those 
are the offsets in the data sequence where subsequence Q occur

Approximate MatchingApproximate Matching
Q=<(c, 0), (a, 6), (b, 12)>, e

1
=0, e

2
=1, e

3
=2.

c, 0

a, 6

b, 10

40, 200

7, 14 42, 61 88, 99 102, 120 230, 247

233, 240

......

......

a, 5 5,6 22, 31

a, 7 181, 190 301,333 ......

b, 11 6, 6 108,108 201,203 ......
b, 12 8, 10 53, 55 66, 69 97, 98 270, 287 ......
b, 13 110,111 277,277 ......
b, 14 9,9 182,183

Experiment: Query Time(D?-A200-U-U100)Experiment: Query Time(D?-A200-U-U100)



Experiment: Index Building TimeExperiment: Index Building Time Experiment: Index SizeExperiment: Index Size

Experiment: Query Form Experiment: Query Form 
<(x,0),(y,t),(z,59)>; D5000K-A100-U-U10<(x,0),(y,t),(z,59)>; D5000K-A100-U-U10 Experiment: Microarray DataExperiment: Microarray Data



LimitationsLimitations
The tolerances given in a query must not disturb the 
order of the elements in the sequence.

�  w(Q
i
) + e

i
 < w(Q
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� Q=<(b, 0), (a, 5), (c, 6)>, e1=0, e2=1, e3=1 Invalid!!

||Q||

� �

Indexing building requires to build a trie of all the 
subsequences within the window size. The trie can 
be too big and cannot fit into main memory. This 
may be the bottleneck.

Conclusion and DiscussionConclusion and Discussion
Some data, e.g. timestamped event sequence, 
microarray data, can be map to the weighted-
sequence model.

Iso-depth indexing structure can support 
searching of weighted-sequence efficiently.

However, there are still some limitations.
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